JULIA  DMITRIYEVNA
and there was a honey-like perfume everywhere. It was
evening, with a dark warm sky and church bells ringing,
slowly, majestically. ... Her aunt used to say: "We're
Pskov people,'3 as though there was nobody to compare
with Pskov people in the whole of Russia. What was it
like now, Pskov? Like that roofless cottage? Like that
smoking village? It was standing there, defaced by
bombs; the troops were leaving, and it was standing
and smoking, scarred with trenches. ...
But Julia Dmitriyevna did not see Pskov.
For a long time the train was shunted over a criss-
cross tangle of rails; there were long goods trains on
either side, the rattle and rumble deafened them, and
the windows were dark with smoke. Sometimes the
black clouds would clear and the sky could be seen,
angry red from the glare of burning buildings* Then the
train halted. Julia Dmitriyevna called the nurse.
"Klava! Go to the staff coach and find out where the
Commandant and commissar are."
It worried her to be standing there doing nothing
when it was quite obvious that there must be people all
around who were needing help.
"Aren't there any orders?"
"Just a moment, Julia Dmitriyevna. Fll get out and
run along outside, shall I?"
"Don't you know the regulations—that nobody
leaves the train? Go through the coaches/*
. Klava went. A train standing before the dispensary
windows began to move. For a long time its sealed
coaches kept flashing by—away from the town—and
then it was gone. Another train was standing on a
further line, but it was lighter in the coach; now tongues
of flame were visible somewhere beyond—first one, then
another would flare raggedly into that ominous red
sky. *,. The hospital train, too, began to move—closer
to the station; it came out into the lurid light of the fires,
and then stood there, alone, fearlessly exposed with its
red crosses on the roofs. Fires were raging to right and
left
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